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Abstract
We study the strong dynamic input-output decoupling problem (SDIODP) for nonlinear systems. It is shown
that, given a generically satisfied 8£sumption, the solvability of the SDIODP around an equilibrium point is
equivalent to the solvability of the same problem for the linearization of the system around this equilibrium
point. We introduce the Singh compensator, a dynamic state feedback of minimal order that solves the SDIODP.
It is shown that, given the assumption mentioned above, the linearization of the Singh compensator around
an equilibrium point is a Singh compensator for the linearization of the original nonlinear system around this
equilibrium point.

1

Introd uction

Since for output regulation tasks input-out,put decoupled systems are relatively easy to handle, the so
called input-output decoupling problem has received
a lot of attention in the literature. Today, this problem is quite well understood for nonlinear control systems, see e.g. [16], [1],[13] where a complete solution
is described in terms of a dynamic compensator. An
important feature of the decoupling compensator we
consider in this paper, the so called Singh compensator, is that it is a decoupling compensator of minimal dimension, see [9J, and therefore it is intuitively
of minimal» complexity" .
Control engineers are often led to handle a specific
control problem in a concrete nonlinear system by linearizing the given model around an equilibrium point,
and afterwards solve, if possible, the given control
problem for the linearization. We show in the present
paper that at least in a local sense such an approach
may be successfully used, provided the system fulfills a generically satisfied regularity assumption. In
particular it follows that the decoupling Singh compensator for the nonlinear system becomes, when linearized around the equilibrium point, a decoupling
compensator for the linearization. Furthermore, we
have, again under the same regularity assumption, a
converse of the above result: for a decoupling Singh
compensator for the linearization of a nonlinear system there exists a decoupling Singh compensator for
the nonlinear sytem having the formentioned compensator as its linearization. The practical consequence of this is that, at least in a sufficiently small
neighborhood, the linear solution of the input-output
decoupling problem for the linearization of a nonlinear system will act as a first order approximate solution of the decoupling problem for the original nonlinear system. In this sense, we consider this paper
as a justification of engineering practice. Of course it
remains to be studied for each specific system what
an acceptable size of the region ofapplicabilityofthis
result will be.
. With the hereforementioned relation between nonlinear and linearized input-output decouplability in
mind, we conclude this paper with some remarks relating algebraic and geometric structure at infinity
of the nonlinear system. These comments shonld be
considered as a complement to the work in [11].

controls, and y E JRm denoting the outputs. Furthermore, we assume all data to be analytic. Recall
that a meromorphic function 'fJ is a function of the
form '1 = '!rIO, where '!r and 0 are analytic functions.
Assume that the control functions u(t) are n times
continuously differentiable. Then define u(O) := u,
u(i+l) := (dl dt)u,(i). View x, «, ... ,«(n-l) as variables and let K; denote the field consisting of the set of
rational functions of (u," . ,u(n-l» with coefficients
that are meromorphic in x. For the system (1) we
define in a natural way (with yeO) := y)
y(k+ 1 )

8

1:-18tf.1:)

(1:)

~[f(z) + g(x)u] + L ;cw-u(i+l)
x •
i=O 8u
Note that y, ii, ... ,y(n) so defined have components
in the field K;.
For k = 1"", n, introduce the Jacobian matrices
(cf. [12]):

8~(Uk)

8~(u.k)

o

o

o

o

8y~k;

au 2

0~(1:)

8u ii-l)

Then the rank p*(P) of P is defined by (see [3])

p"(P) = rank.-:;Jn

-

rank.-:;Jn _ 1

(2)

Note that we always have p*(P) ~ m. P is said to be
of full rank if p*(P) m.
\\Te next introduce Singh's algorithm for the system
P. This algorithm has been introduced in [16] for
calculation of a left inverse of a nonlinear system. The
version of Singh's algorithm presented here is taken
from [3] .

=

Algorithm 2.1 Singh's algorithm
Step 0 Let y~O) be void and define flbO) := y.
Step k+l For r, s E lN, let I r8 := {r, r+l,"', s}.
Suppose that in Steps 1 through k, lIl"" ,yi1:J, yi1:)
have been defined so that
Yl

2

= 1I1:+1)(x, u, ... ,u(1:» =

= ih(x) + 61 (x)u

Preliminaries

Consider a square nonlinear system P, given by equations of the form

P

=

{zy

= f(x) + g(z)u
= hex)

(1)

with x
<:01 (x 1 , " ' , X n ) E JRn local coordinates for
the state space manifold X, u E JRm denoting the

- ( x, {-(1)
. "T})
=ak
y, I'aE I u-l,)E.l-,k

=

,(k)( X,
YIi:

{-u)
Yi

11 _<.a E I u,). E .l-i1:
"T})

Suppose also that the matrix fh, := [hi, ... ,6n T has
full rank equal to Pk, where the rank is taken with

respect to the field of rational functions of {;ij~j) 11 S
S k - I} with coefficients in the field
of meromorphic functions of x. Then calculate

is k - 1, is j

a,(Ie)

y(Hl)
Ie

k

k

L..J L..J

£l.-()

i=1 j=i uYi

+bk+l(X' {yJj) liE Iu,j E Iik})U

Define BHl := [El, bl+l]T, and PHI := rank Bk+1
where the rank is taken with respect to the field of rational functions of {y}j) liE Iu,j E Iik} with coefficients in the field of merom orphic functions of;t. Permute, if necessary, the components of iJ~k+!) so that
the first Pk+l rows of Bk+! are linearly independent.
A(k+l)
A(Hl)
(_CHI)T A(.l:+l)T)T
Decompose Yk
as Yk
Yk+l
Yk+l
'
where y~~~l) consists of the first (PHl - Pk) rows.
Since the last rows of Bk+l are linearly dependent on
the first Pk+l rows, we can write

=

. +bk+l(x, {y~j) liE Iu,j E Iik})U

•
We associate a notion of regularity with Singh's
algorithm in the following way (see [2] for a related,
but somewhat different notion of regularity).
Definition 2.2 Consider the nonlinear system P
and let a point Xo E X be given. We call (x, y) =
(xo,O) a strongly regular point for P if for each application of Singh's algorithm to P we have

(k

= 1,··.,11.)

(3)

•

If (x, y) = (zo, 0) is a strongly regular point for P,
the rank of P can be calculated by evaluating I n and
I n - 1 at a single point (cf. (6]):
p·(P) = rank./RJn(xo, 0) - rank./RJn_ 1 (xo, 0)

3

8

(k)

Yi
8 Uj

= 0 (i = 1"", m;j i: i; k ;::: r; + 1)

(6)

Definition 3.3 Consider a nonlinear system P and
let :to E X be given. Then the strong dynamic inputoutput decouplillg problem (SDIODP) is said to be
sol vable around':to if there exist an integer II, a dynamic state feedback Q on JR" of the form
Q

{iu

= n(z, z) + {3(z, z)v

=

feZ, z) + 6(x, z)v

(7)

with z E JR", v E JRm denoting the new controls
and n,{3",6 analytic, a neighborhood U C X of xO
and an open subset Z of JR" such that the system
Po Q restricted to U x Z is strongly input-output
•
decoupled.

Y~~il) = aHl(x, {Vii) liE Ilk,j E I;ktd)

= Pk

(5)

=

=aHI(X, {vii) liE Ilk,j E Iiktt})

rank./REk(.xO, 0)

~0

If all relative degrees are finite, define the decoupling
matrix A(z) with entries aij(z)
(oy~r.) ;8uj)(x)
(i, j E II,m)' A system P is said to be input-output
decoupled if each of its inputs influences one and only
one of its outputs. The system is said to be strongly
input-output decoupled (see [15]) if all relative degrees
are finite, its decoupling matrix is an invertible diagonal matrix, and

•

and write this as

fI~HI)

(k)

oY.
au

Er(lI)

= ~[f(x) + g(x)u] + " " ~y~i+l)

ax

1, ... , m) as the smallest k E IN for which

(4)

The nonlinear SDIODP and
linearization

In [3] it was shown that if (xo, 0) is a strongly regular point for P, the SDIODP solvable around Zo if
and only if p*(P) = m (see also [1], [13]).
'Ye now present a special sort of dynamic state
feedback that solves SDIODP around strongly regular points for P. This dynamic state feedback is
obtained via Singh's algorithm and we call it a Singh
compensator. The Singh compensator is obtained as
follows (see [7] and also [16]). Consider the nonlinear
system P and let (xo,O) be a strongly regular point
for P. Furthermore assume that p·(P) m. Apply
Singh's algorithm to P. This yields at the n-th step:

=

Yn

= An(z, {yii) liE Iln-1,j E Iin})
(8)

+En(x, {y~j) liE I1n-l,j E I;n-tl)u

=

where Yn (iir ... ii!:,-l)T)T and An is an m-vector
with entries ak' Moreover there exist a neighborhood
U C X of Xo, and a neighborhood Yo of the point
(Yr~) IE I1n-"j E I in ) = 0 such that En is invertible
on U x Yo. Then on U x Yo (8) yields in particular:
tI

In this section a strong version of the dynamic inputoutput decoupling problem is studied. For a nonlinear system P, define the relative degrees ri (i =

=

- -1 .:.
= Bn
[Y

,i

-

n -

An]

(9)

For i 1, .. " m, let
be the lowest time-derivative
and 6. be the highest time-derivative of Yi appearing

We show that J.,(xo, 0) = J~ (k = 1,···, n), i.e., for
k = 1"", n, l = 0, ... , k - 1 we have

in (9). Then we can rewrite (9) as

u = tPl(X, {V;i) liE I 1m ,j E I-Yic.-d)
~ 'P2i
A (
+ .t...,.,
z, {

Vi(j)

;=1

ay(/r.) (

I'l Elm,)
I
. E I ')',6.-1 }) Y.(6.)

au(l) Xo,

=

for certain vector-valued functions ~1, tP2i (i
1"", m). Let Zi (i = 1"", m) be a vector of dimension 6. - 'Yi and consider the system:

Zi

= Ai Zi + Bi Vi (i = 1, ... , m)

m

E tP2i(X, ZI,"', Zm)Vi

First it is shown that for k = 0,1,2, ...
ay(k)

a;-(xo,O) = HF

at:)

i=1

vr

=
=

{t

11

k

(15)

= Fe+Gu
= He

&(8V~l;1) [f(x) + g(x)u]+

(XO, 0) =

1- 2

with (Ai, Bo) in Brunovsky canonical form. Then (10)
is called a Singh compensator for P around Xo. Inspection of Singh's algorithm and the construction
of a Singh compensator (10) gives that for the compensated system we have that Vi,"', yf6 i -l) are independent of the new controls and that 6i ) = Vi
(i
1"", m). Thus the decoupling matrix of the
compensated system is given by A(z) = 1m , and (6)
holds. Hence any Singh compensator (10) around a
strongly regular point Xo solves the SDIODP around
Xo. In [9] it was shown that in fact a Singh compensator is a dynamic state feedback of minimal order
solving the SDIODP.
Let Xo E .l:' be an equilibrium point for P, i.e.,
f(xo)
O. Assume (without loss of generality) that
h(xo) O. Let the (Jacobian) linearization LP of P
around Xo be given by

LP

(14)

-

For k = 0,1 (15) is immediate. Assume that (15)
holds for k = 1" .. ,I. - L Then
(10)

=

0) _ HFk-l-lG

8

(l-l)

"
y
u(r+l»( 0)
.t...,., 8"(,.)
zo,
r=O
u>

=

aY1~1) (xo, O)U(xo) = H Fl-l F

= H Fl

Hence (15) holds for k = 1,2, .... Next we show that
for k = 1, ... ,n:
ay(k)

---g;;-(xo,O) = HFk-lG

(16)

For k = 1 (16) is trivially satisfied. Assume that (16)
holds for k = 0"" ,1.- L Then, using (15), we have:
a"j..l)

vu-(zo,O) =

8

8y(i-l)

(ruCax

[f(x) + g(x)u]+

l-2 s:.y(l-l)

" v
(r+l»
_
r~O 8u(r) u
(Zo,O) -

(11)

ay(l-l)

ax

(17)

(xo, O)g(xo) = H Fl-1G

In the sequel we make the following assumption:
Assumption 3.4 (x, y)
lar point for P.

= (xo, 0) is a strongly regu•

We investigate the connection between the solvability of the SDIODP for P and LP. A first result is:
Proposition 3.5 Consider a square nonlinear system P. Let Xo E X an equilibrium point for P that
satisfies Assumption 3.4. Then p*CLP) = p"(P).
Proof By (4) we have that
p. = rankgdn(xo, 0) - rankjRJn _ 1 (xo, 0)

(12)

Analogously to Section 2, define Jacobian matrices J~
(k = 1"", n) for the linearized plant LP. It is easily
checked that
HG
o
o
HFG
HG
o
o

.,-

°

Jl-

HG

(13)

Let k E {I, 2"", n}, I. E {I, .. ·, k-l}. Then:

8

(k)

8~(l><XO'0) =
k-2 av(.,-l)
"

r~O

au(r)

a

ay(k-l)

au(t) (

ax

u(r+l»

(Zo,O) -

[f(x)

+ g(x)uJ+

a (k-l)

V
(x 0)8U(l-l) 0,
-

(18)
(17) and (18) establish that (14) holds for k =
1,2,,,,, n, l = 0"", k-l and hence for k = 1,·.·, n
we have ht(xo, 0,· .. ,0) = Jt. Together with (12)
this establishes that p·(LP) p*(P).
•
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.5 we
have:

=

Theorem 3.6 Consider a square nonlinear plant P.
Let Xo E X be an equilibrium point that satisfies Assumption 3.4 for P. Denote the linearization of P
around Xo by LP. Then the SDI0DP is solvable for
P around Xo if and only if it is solvable for LP. •

Remark 3.7 The result of Theorem 3.6 can be found
in [10]. It generalizes a result of [4], where a similar result was obtained for the for the strong inputoutput decoupling problem via static state feedback.
In this case, t.he Singh compensator reduces t.o a regula.r static state feedback that renders a", the maximal
locally controlled invariant distribution in Ker dh, invariant. The result is then established by showing
that .6.. (zo) V· (or rather: .6. "(xo) can be identified
with V"), where V" is the maximal controlled invariant subspace in Ker H for LP (cf. [4]). It seems likely
that also the result of Theorem 3.6 may be proved in
a similar way by employing the same techniques as in
Section 4 of [7]. Also the approximation result of [5]
is connected with the result of Theorem 3.6.
•

=

outputs, such that

ii~k) =

ii.k(X,{iiIi)liEIIk_I,jEI;k})+
hk(Z, {y}n liE IU-I,i E Iik-d)u

A(k)
Yk

A(k)(Z ,V.
{-~i)
VI"

-_

11 <
. < k})
_ i <
_ k, i <
_)_
(23)

Then there is an application of Singh's algorithm to
LP that results in the same reordering of the outputs and where the result of Singh's algorithm applied to LP can alternatively be obtained by linearizing the result of Singh '$ algorithm applied to P around
(.x, u, {ii~) 11 ~ i ~ n, i ~ j ~ n}) (zo,O,O,'" ,0).

=

Proof We first consider k
We now investigate the connection between Singh
compensators for P and LP. In what follows we use
the following lemma, which can easily he verified:

Lemma 3.8 Consider the equation
}r

Y

=
=

..4(Z) + .8(Z)U
A(Z) + :8(Z)U

=

(19)

= (Zo, 0, 0, 0):
'fl"l

yl

=

y =
Ui

=

+ .8 t U'
A'zt + BlUt

..4t Zl

y'

B+(Z)[Y - ..4(Z)]
..4(Z) + B(Z).8+(Z)[f' - ,,4(Z)]

=
=

jjt+ Zl[}l"l _

Ai zt]

At Zl + B' B'+ [lh! - At ZlJ

(20)

(21)

(24)

where rank K bl (x) = Pl' By Assumption 3.4 there exists a neighborhood of Zo such that rankmbl(x) = PI
on this neighborhood. After a possible permutation
of the outputs (24) yields:

where

hI

Zo. Let

has full row rank PIon a neighborhood of

ht (z) be a right inverse of hI (x) on this neigh-

=

iiI

aleX) + bI(x)u

(26)
Now consider LP. We have:

(27)
where
at. = H F

(22)

where (22) can be obtained by linearizing (21) around
(Z, U, Y, Y) = (Zo, 0, 0, 0).
•

Lemma 3.9 Consider a square nonlinear plant P of
full rank. Let Zo be a strongly regular equilibrium
point satisfying Assumption 9,,/. Let Q be a Si1lgh
compensator for P around .xo. Then (z, z) = (xo,O)
is an equilibrium point for P 0 Q.
Proof See [6].

al(z) + b1 (z)u

borhood. Then (25) yields

Let .8+(Z) be a right inverse of .8(Z) on a neighborhood of Zo where .8(Z) has full row rank. Then (19)
and (20) yidd:

U

=:

=

where ..4(Zo)
0, A(Zo)
0, .8(Z) has full row
rank on a neighborhood of Zo, and each of the~rows
of :8(Z) is linearly dependent on the rows of B(Z).
Moreover, consider the linearizalior. of (19) around

(Z, U, Y, Y)

iJ = ~~(z)[f(z) + g(z)u]

= 1. We have:

•

Propositioll 3.10 Consider a square nonlinear system P of full rank. Let Zo E X be an equilibrium
point satisfying Assumption 9.4. Apply Singh's algorithm to P, yielding a reordering iil,'" ,ii. . of the

1

= ~(8hf)(zo)
= 8al (zo)
8z 8x
8z

b1 =JIG =

8h
8z (zo)g(zo)

=b1(zo)

(28)

(29)

Employing the same permutation of the outputs as
for P, (27) yields

(30)
where, by Assumption 3.4, hi has full row rank Pl.
Note that by (28) and (29) iii = (8iiI/8z)(zo), al =
-t
~t.
",+
(8at/8z)(zo), h1 = hl(zo), b1 = b1(zo). Let hI be a
right inverse of
Then (30) yields
A

bi.

iit

aie + biu
(31)

Then by Lemma 3.8, (31) can be obtained by linearizing (26) around (x, u, th)
(xo, 0, 0) and hence our
claim holds for k
1. Now consider the case k
2.
We have:

=

=

=

y12) = y~ [f(x) + g(x)u + ~~: yi2) =:
(32)

a2(x, Y1' YF~»

+ b2(x'y1)U

and

at infinity of orders 2,2,1 respectively and it has 3
algebraic zeros at infinity of orders 3,2,1 respectively.

•
From Proposition 3.10 we may draw the following
conclusion:
Theorem 3.12 Consider a square nonlinear system
P of full rank. Let Xo E X be an equilibrium point
satisfying Assumption 3.4 and let LP denote the linearization of P around Xo. Then:

(i) The linearization of a Singh compensator for P
(33)

(ii) Conversely, every Singh compensator for LP is a
first order approximation of a Singh compensator
for P around Xo.
•

We find from (26),(31),(32),(33):

=

0~1 F =((4 - aDF =

(o;i (xo) -

(35)

Theorem 3.12 has the following practical implication. In engineering practice one often studies a specific control problem by addressing the problem on
the linearization around a given working point. Of
course it then remains questionable if the control that
was designed to solve the control problem for the linearization of the system is a approximate (first order) approximation of a control that solves the control
problem for the original nonlinear system. In [4] an
example for the strong input-output decoupling problem via static state feedback was given where indeed
this was not the case. However, from Theorem 3.12
it follows that any Singh compensator for LP (which
is a dynamic state feedback that solves the SDIODP
for LP) is a first order approximation of a dynamic
state feedback that solves the SDIODP for P.

(36)
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